March Hare Introduces CVS Suite.

5th September 2005: March Hare Software today introduced CVS Suite, its next generation versioning system for software developers with several innovative new features that make setting up and using CVS even more powerful and easy. CVS Suite offers software developers four different clients for managing workspaces customised for different preferences. CVS Suite also introduces the first book about CVSNT, WinCVS and TortoiseCVS - All About CVS: How to Design and Build an Effective CM Solution.

"With CVS Suite we've simply built a better CVS", said Arthur Barrett, Product Manager at March Hare. “CVS Suite is the only versioning solution which can deliver this ease of set up and use right out of the box anywhere near this price."

CVS Suite clients include Workspace Manager for browsing repositories and creating workspaces, Release Manager to keep web and application servers up to date, TortoiseCVS for managing versioned files from within Windows Explorer and WinCVS. CVS Suite Server for Mac OS X, Windows and Linux adds server plugins for Bugzilla integration and build management integration to the standard Audit and E-mail plugins.

With CVS Suite 2.5.02, software developers have a set of tools that increases their productivity and helps them to manage development and delivery of multiple projects. March Hare Software provides support 24 hours a day in UK, Europe, North America and Asia Pacific.

http://www.march-hare.com/cvsnt/

Pricing and Availability

CVS Suite server and client is available for £85, €122, $147, A$195 per user with basic support. Professional level support is available from £17, €25, $30, A$40 per user per month.
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